How to start with

BACCO hookah?
The BACCO team has provided You with detailed instructions which enable
You to experience maximum enjoyment in using the BACCO hookah.
To start with, remove the BACCO hookah from the
container and pour cold water into the bottle. There
should be ca. 250ml of water in the bottle (under half
of the volume of the bottle). In case of too little water
the hookah will not work and when too much water is
added, the water will be brought up the hose. Tighten
the valve tightly onto the bottle.
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Then place the filled bottle into the BACCO wooden
casing and attach the hose to the tube on the side of
the valve on the wooden hinge.

Thirdly, fill the hookah bowl with tobacco. For best
results, form tiny pieces out of the tobacco with your
fingers while placing it into the bowl. Tobacco should
be airy in the bowl and it is not recommended to compress it because it prevents the flow of air from moving
smoothly. Tobacco should be filled to the edge of the
bowl, but not higher (otherwise the tobacco will start
to char and create an unpleasant taste). Since the irrigating fluid in the tobacco tends to settle on the bottom
of the package, we recommend mixing the tobacco
between your fingers before placing it in the bowl to
create an even wet tobacco mass.

Next, tightly place the foil onto the tobacco bowl and
pierce about 25-30 holes into it with a sharp object
(e.g. the needle provided with the tongs), but not in
the center of the bowl where the Vortex Tower is located (the cone in the center of the bowl). We recommend using at least 4 to 6 layers of foil depending
on the thickness of the foil to achieve the best hookah
experience! A thin layer of foil may start to char the
tobacco because the coal protection around the bowl
reflects the heat back.
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If You’ve followed this tutorial correctly, You will
be quite close to starting your own wonderful
journey with the BACCO hookah. Some last
steps need to be taken:

Place the tobacco-filled bowl that has been covered
with foil on the BACCO valve (make sure there is
a rubber seal between the valve and the tobacco
bowl). The tobacco bowl must be tightly fastened to
the valve, and keep in mind - the thicker, the more
smoke.
Finally, ignite the coal (either instant coal or natural
coal). Place the coal on top of the tobacco bowl on
the foil. To achieve the best result, we recommend
firstly placing the coal on the edge of the bowl and
changing the location of the coal from time to time
to ensure even combustion of the tobacco. When the
coal has been placed on the bowl, place BACCO’s
top wooden casing over the bottom casing to cover
the tobacco bowl and the coal in it and start the hookah session. Give BACCO hookah a few minutes to
start working properly. Have fun and enjoy the amazing hookah experience with BACCO!
If you feel that the smoke is too strong or unpleasant,
it is probably caused by much heat - place the coal(s)
around or gently blow the smoke out of the hose.
If you blow too hard, you may blow water into the
tobacco bowl and spoil your hookah session. In addition, you can try removing the top of the wooden
casing from the hookah to help the tobacco bowl get
more air so that the tobacco does not become too
bitter.
Remember that from time to time a condensation water / moisture can occur in the hose and this is completely fine - remove the hose and simply blow out the
condensed water and put the hose back on the valve.
Remember to take care of the BACCO hookah after
each session and properly clean the gaskets, valve,
bottle, bowl and the hose. This way, you extend the
life of Your BACCO hookah.
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